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Louisa Blyth   aged 36 
 
Disease with detailed Symptoms 
Mania Puerperal 
 
Admitted at 9 pm from Launceston on a Justices order with a Medical Certificate from Dr 

William Mason states “ Found her in a semi state (sic) of nudity stripped 
to the waist she was singing and dancing and said her name was Drywald 
Brown. Commenced shouting and talking incoherently tossing her arms 
wildly about, made hideous grimaces sees imaginary objects, wants the 
dogs to be sent away – Her language is so incoherent and unintelligible 
that Cannot make out each instance  found that is one in particular but she 
is evidently a lunatic and requires restraint. 

 
A case of puerperal mania in a woman of German birth, 17 – 18  years in the colony.  

Fair hair and complexion sanguine temperament.  From the statement of 
her husband it appears her conduct was observed to be ……….the latter 
months of her pregnancy but the   ..….ment of mania commenced days 
before her confinement 5 weeks ago.   She is now very incoherent  and 
excited as ......................since found relief/sleep  under chloral since her 
………..   ………………..    bowels  cos……takes her food tolerable  
wild  

 
 
 
Diary of Louisa’s health  November1872 -   June 1874 
 
 
Nov 29(1872) Excited, incoherent destructive. Sleeps under the influence of chloral 

Takes a fair amount of nourishment, skin ………..   ……… very weak, 
bowels free, ……….. medicine? 

 
Dec 4 Slightly improved sleeps well, with chloral takes her food, incoherent 

………..…..during the day. 
 
Dec 13  Very much the same 
Dec 20  Somewhat improved health better 
Dec 30  Is further improved 
 
Jan 11(1873) Gradually getting better but varies a great deal, is much more manageable 
 



Jan 30 Has improved more but some days is more excitable than others, she looks 
better 

 
Feb 26 Much the same 
Mar 27 Id… 
Apr 28 Slightly improved 
May 27 …………………… 
Jun 27 Little in no further change 
Jul 31 Somewhat better but varies 
Aug 28 Is much more flighty and frequently very taciturn, bodily condition much 

improved 
Sep 27 Appears slowly but gradually improving 
Oct 28 The same 
Nov 25 ……………………..  ……………………. 
Dec 30 Very dirty in her habits 
Jan 28(1874) ………………….. 
Feb 26 Id… 
Mar 30 No change 
Apr 25 The same 
May 26 Id… 
Jun 29 Health not good  diarhorea 
 
 
Note:  The case papers finish here.  Louisa died in the Hospital on 29th October 1874.  

This was just a month short of her having been there for two years.  She 
was just 38 years old and was buried as a pauper in a New Norfolk 
Cemetery. 

 


